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Cannon Beach is a small coastal city in northwest Oregon. It’s
known for its long, sandy shore. Standing tall in the ocean,
Haystack Rock is a seasonal haven for tufted puffins. On a
headland to the north, trails in Ecola State Park offer sweeping
views of the ocean, coves and a lighthouse. Towards the south is
Arcadia Beach, with tide pools and a picnic area. Nearby Hug Point
has sea caves. Boutiques and galleries dot downtown Cannon
Beach.

From the Editor...
My name is David Reiter and I am the new NOGS Log Editor for the next NOGS fiscal year (until next
June 2023). I am replacing Emmitt Lockard who did a superb job organizing and editing each monthly
NOGS Log to extremely high standards. Thanks Emmitt.
By way of introduction, I have been a member of NOGS since 1981 (41 years!) and have served on the
NOGS Board of Directors, the NOGS Memorial Foundation Board, and numerous NOGS committees.
I’ve seen tremendous changes in the petroleum industry in that time, especially in the New Orleans area
with the consolidation of most companies to Houston. Our NOGS membership is only about 20% of what
it used to be at its peak, but our commitment to fulfilling our goals for the Society remains strong, as
stated in the NOGS Bylaws, “facilitating the development of the profession and science of Geology.” We
do this through several activities for all ages, including children’s museum events, secondary and high
school science fairs, college scholarships, and NOGS sponsored seminars, field trips, and monthly
technical luncheon presentations. Our original emphasis was geared more toward the petroleum
industry, but in recent years NOGS has embraced the increasingly important disciplines of coastal
restoration and environmental geology. Even though NOGS is much smaller
than in the past, we remain an active, committed and vibrant Society.
With this in mind, the NOGS Board would like to hear from you, whether
you’re a NOGS member or not. Please send us any helpful suggestions,
criticisms, or innovative ideas about how we can best serve the
geological community. Email us at editor@nogs.org .
Try to stay cool this summer!

Dave

David Reiter
2022/2023 NOGS LOG Editor

DOUGLAS BRADFORD

A MESSAGE FROM
2022/2023 NOGS
PRESIDENT

To all members and friends of the New Orleans Geologic Society:
In August NOGS will take a short recess from our regular speaker series and turn all attention
towards hosting the Geology Seminar and Virtual Field Trip Day at the Gulf of Mexico Deepwater
Technical Symposium that will take place beginning Monday August 22 through Wednesday
August 24 at the New Orleans Marriott, Warehouse Arts District.
The seminar and workshop will be run by Dr. John Snedden, Director, Gulf Basin Depositional
Synthesis Project Institute for Geophysics, University of Texas Austin, who will speak about
depositional evolution and petroleum applications in the Gulf of Mexico. This is FREE to students
with the help of the NOGS Foundation.
The API luncheon will be mid-day and then in the afternoon NOGS will run a virtual field trip of
Louisiana Salt Mines for those interested in only participating in a 3-hr event. The field trip will be
offered in-person at the New Orleans Marriott Convention Center Hotel with live speakers from
the Louisiana DNR and will also be broadcast virtually for a wider audience. Attendees will be
eligible to earn CEUs.
NOGS will have a booth at the conference and everyone is invited to stop by and visit. You can
register for any of these events directly on our NOGS website: https://www.nogs.org/events.
We are looking forward to our fall meeting in September. There have been a number of
suggestions that we hold the meetings at some different locations, including Mandeville,
Covington, Slidell and Metairie. Information of possible meeting locations is being gathered and
more information regarding the location of the September meeting and speaker will be
announced in the near future.
As always, a reminder of dues renewal if you haven’t already done so, $35.00 for Regular
membership and $15 for Student membership. I encourage you to pay your dues and to give
consideration to adding a special donation to the Memorial Foundation to help us continue our
worthwhile local community, university, and education programs.
Best regards,
Doug Bradford
2022-2023 NOGS President

August - No Meeting for the Month

Attend the following:
Deep Water Tech Symposium
NOGS GeoScience Seminar
Virtual Field Trip

NOGS September Meeting
Zea's Restaurant - Northshore
Monday, September 12, 2022
11:30 am

David Schneider
Presents:
Connectivity and Completion
Strategy for a Multi-Well Subsea
Tieback in the
Deep Water Spruance Field

NOGS Presents
Opening Geoscience Seminar
Monday, August 22, 2022
8:00 am - 3:30 pm
Marriott Convention Center

THE GULF OF MEXICO SEDIMENTARY
BASIN: DEPOSITIONAL EVOLUTION
AND PETROLEUM APPLICATIONS
One Day Seminar Registration Fees
$120 Seminar Only
$170 Seminar and API Luncheon
Students: Complimentary Seminar
registration when registered using
school email address

Dr. John W. Snedden
UT-Austin GBDS
Student Registration Provided by:

REGISTER HERE

Picture
from the
Past

April 12, 1997 – NOGS Field Trip to Old River Control Structure
in Morganza, LA. The Field Trip was organized and led by Dr.
Dale Easley of UNO Geology Department.

Submitted by
Ed Picou, Chairman - Historical Committee
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Drill Bits

OFFSHORE GULF OF MEXICO SHELF AND
DEEPWATER ACTIVITIES
BY AL BAKER

During June 2022, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) approved 82 Gulf of
Mexico (GoM) drilling permits. Twenty-one of the permits were for shelf wells, and the
remaining 61 permits were for deepwater wells. There were 4 new well permits issued in
deepwater.
The four deepwater new well permits were for 1 development well and 3 exploration wells.
Shell Offshore received all 4 new well permits that included their Mississippi Canyon 657 #C5 development well in their Coulomb Field and their Alaminos Canyon 772 #WS-301, WS303 and #WS-403 exploration wells in their Whale Field.
On June 24th, IHS-Petrodata indicated that the GoM mobile offshore rig supply stood at 45,
which is 1 less than last month. The marketed rig supply consisted of 33 rigs, of which 27
were under contract. The marketed rig supply and the contracted rig supply number were
also 1 less than last month. The marketed contracted versus total rig supply utilization rate
remained at 73.3%, and the marketed contracted versus marketed supply utilization rate
stayed at 81.8%. By comparison, the June 2021 total fleet utilization rate stood at 55.4% with
31 rigs under contract out of the 56 rigs in the fleet.
On June 24th, Baker Hughes reported that there are 15 active mobile offshore rigs in the
GoM, which is the same as last month and 55.6% of the rigs under contract mentioned
above. Currently, 2 rigs are drilling on the shelf, and 13 rigs are drilling in deepwater. They
include 7 rigs in the Green Canyon Area, 5 rigs in the Mississippi Canyon Area and 1 rig each
in the Garden Banks, Main Pass and Eugene Island Areas.
On June 24th, the Baker Hughes total U.S. rig count stood at 753 rigs, which is 26 more rigs
than reported at the end of May 2022. Of the 753 rigs, 594 (78.9%) are oil rigs and 157
(20.8%) are gas rigs. Two rigs were listed as miscellaneous. A year ago, there were 470 rigs
working in the U.S. inferring that the current rig figure represents an 60.2% increase in rigs
year over year. Presently, Texas continues to have the largest number of rigs with 362,
which is 48.1% of the total number of rigs in the U. S. Louisiana currently has a total of 63
rigs, which are 2 more than last month. Louisiana is ranked third behind New Mexico, which
currently has 111 rigs.

Drill Bits

OFFSHORE GULF OF MEXICO SHELF AND
DEEPWATER ACTIVITIES MAP BY KEVIN TROSCLAIR

NOGS July 2022
Meeting
GLOBAL CONVENTIONAL
EXPLORATION
HOTSPOTS IN 2022

Presented by: John Dribus

4 Autumn Lane, Mandeville LA
(985) 264-3700

arthur_shalimar@yahoo.com

VISIT NOGS
WWW.NOGS.ORG

Founded March 14, 1978, the mission of the New Orleans Geological Society Memorial Foundation is to
promote earth science related or scientific purpose by granting of scholarships to outstanding Geology
students at the universities in Southeast Louisiana having a comprehensive curriculum and offering a
degree in Geology.

The Bill Craig Memorial Fund provides for any earth science related educational or

scientific purpose that is a direct benefit to grades K-12 teacher or teachers within the Greater New
Orleans Area. This area is defined as the area encompassing New Orleans, Jefferson, Plaquemines, St.

Thank you!

Bernard and St. Tammany Parishes.

$10,000
Gibbet Hill Foundation - In Memory of Steve
& Marion Millendorf, William J. Prutzman,
Roger G. Vincent, Ron Youngblood, Uno
Numella and Dr. Robert T. Sellars, Jr.

TO OUR DONORS

UP TO $249

$250-$999
Edward B. Picou - In Memory of
Robert "Bob" Branson, Thomas Klekamp,

THE MEMORIAL
FOUNDAION IS AN
IRS TAX EXEMPT
CODE #501(C)(3)
ORGANIZATION.
THE FEDERAL ID IS
72-1220999.
PLEASE CONSIDER
MAKING A
DONATION TO THE
FOUNDATION.
YOUR
INDIVIDUAL
SUPPORT IN ANY
AMOUNT WILL HELP
MEET THE IRS
GUIDELINES FOR
OUR FOUNDATION.
THANKS!

Robert Rooney
Jeffrey Pollard - In Memory of Duncan Goldthwaite

Donald Andrews, William Furlong,
Duncan Goldthwaite, John D. Silvernail,

Nancye Dawers - In Memory of Duncan Goldthwaite

Beverly Christina, Carlo C. Christina, Paul C.
Perrett, Sr., Emmett C. Guderian, Jr, Anthony

Arthur Christensen- In Memory of Tom Klekamp

Catalanotto, Sr., Joseph E. Boudreaux and
Jackie D. Stewart
Al Melillo
Charles & Trudy Corona - In Memory of

Fran Wiseman - In Memory of
Steve Widdicombe, Bill Ward
Scott Gilreath - In Memory of Scott Gilreath

Beverly Christina

Richard Olsen
Hilary Brook

Michael Duhon
John Gambil

Thomas Bergeon In Memory of Art Johnson
Paul Jurik In Memory of John Silvernail
William Whiting

Shell Oil Company

Harold Harper
David Lynch

James McCarthy

Peggy Rogers

Monte Shalett
Jeff Spencer
Susan Waters
Chuyler Freeman

Chevron Your Cause

Michael Gallagher

Jeff Jandegian

James Yeldell

$1,000

David Balcer

William Pierce
Michael Fein
Kenneth Huffman

Nancy Shepard
Candace Strahan
Thomas Watson
Stephanie Martin
Monte Shallet
Edward Washburn
David Cope
Louis Willhoit

Recent Energy Headlines …..July 2022 Recap
7/1/2022 - Supreme Court curbs EPA authority to regulate fossil fuels - The U.S. Supreme Court handed
down a highly anticipated opinion on Thursday that curbed the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA)’s power to regulate fossil fuels. The decision in West Virginia v. Environmental Protection Agency is
expected to prove consequential for both U.S. and global ambitions to reduce carbon emissions. Read
Full Article
7/3/2022 - Chevron, More Oil Companies Push Back on Biden’s Warning Letter - Chevron this week
released a statement addressing President Joe Biden’s letter to oil companies that suggested he may take
executive action amid record-high gas prices. “We understand the significant concerns around higher fuel
prices currently faced by consumers around the country, and the world. We share these concerns, and
expect the Administration’s approach to energy policy will start to better reflect the importance of
addressing them,” Chevron said in a statement to Biden. Read Full Article
7/13/2022 - Interior secretary encouraged to halt all offshore oil, gas lease sales - Interior Secretary Deb
Haaland got a strong push July 13 from a Senate subcommittee chairman to end all new lease sales for oil
and gas in federal offshore waters. Read Full Article
7/21/2022 - Earth’s Wobbly Inner Core Illuminated by Nuclear Explosions - Shock waves from Cold War
era nuclear tests gave seismologists a glimpse of Earth’s inner core. Its wobbly rotation could explain
phenomena such as the periodic change in the length of a day. Earth’s inner core is a ball of solid metal
as hot as the surface of the Sun, rotating in a molten tempest of iron and nickel—Hades, if ever there were
one. The sphere is ever growing as the surrounding liquid outer core slowly cools and crystallizes, driving
convection and the geodynamo, which provides Earth’s magnetic field. Read Full Article
7/21/2022 - ConocoPhillips Considers Exiting U.S. Gulf Of Mexico - ConocoPhillips is considering a
potential sale of its minority stake in a Shell-operated oil and gas platform in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico,
which would mark the exit of ConocoPhillips from U.S. offshore operations, sources with knowledge of the
deliberations told Reuters. ConocoPhillips has already hired a financial advisory for the potential sale of its
15.96-percent stake in the Ursa platform. A deal for ConocoPhillips’s stake in Ursa and the Princess well
is expected to be valued “in the high hundreds of millions of dollars,” two of the sources told Reuters.
Read Full Article
7/25/2022 - Shell to divest US Gulf of Mexico oil and gas assets to raise $1.5bn - The firm has recently
launched the auction process for its Auger production hub and stake in the Conger field. Shell is planning
to divest its stakes in two oil and gas development projects located in the US Gulf of Mexico for as much
as $1.5bn, Reuters reported, citing people familiar with the development. Read Full Article
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Proclaim your professionalism
With an 80 year history and over 300 active members, NOGS is the premier professional organization
for geologists in New Orleans. Adding your name to the ranks declares your pride in the profession you
have chosen.

Advance your career
NOGS members enjoy educational opportunities and top speakers designed to increase knowledge and
keep up with the newest trends in geoscience, both on the national and local levels.

Advertise your integrity
NOGS has a reputation of over 75 years for upholding high standards. Align yourself with like-minded
geologists and related fields.

Further your cause
NOGS was organized for the purpose of facilitating the development of the profession and science of
Geology, at the time with a focus on production of oil and gas. Since Hurricane Katrina our objectives
expanded to include the dissemination of the geological facts of flood control, engineering and
environmental geoscience.

Network with others who do what you do
Making connections, between people and ideas, is an important part of any scientific endeavor. Meet
others who can help you make those connections.

Advocate for your profession
Serious-minded professionals know that serving the profession means responding to calls for action
from those who represent the profession. NOGS monitors trends in geoscience education, regulation,
and practice standards and periodically advises members on required action.

Serve your profession and community
Opportunities for individuals to serve on NOGS committees that work on a variety of issues from
building educational programs to sharing knowledge with others to providing scholarships to young
geologists in our area.

Don't reinvent the wheel ... use available resources
NOGS members can provide you with the resources you need to do your job well. Long-time
members remain active and are happy to share their knowledge and best practices.

Play a part in elevating the status of geosciences.
Your membership in NOGS and your dedication to geoscience elevates the entire profession.

Do it for YOURSELF!
It's all about YOU! NOGS’ educational, networking, and career planning programs
will take you where you want to go!

Help
Support
NOGS!
Spread the word
about these
resources available

To purchase
these publications,
go to the NOGS
website at
www.NOGS.org
Click the
“NOGS Store” link
at the top

More NOGS Store Items Coming Soon!
Stay Tuned!

